
Ovente Wall Mount Mirror With Diffused LED Ring Light, 1X7X Magnification,
Polished Chrome (MSWA6387CH7X)

Key Features

ILLUMINATE IT – Light up your beauty regimen with the 110-volt Ovente Wall-
Mount Mirror. It does more than just brighten up your face; it’s a beacon of light
for those dark spots, dark under-eyes and dark melasma, making these easier
to spot and remedy right away. It’s equipped with 1x/7x magnification, so you’re
guaranteed not to miss any of those imperfections, bringing you a step closer
to the beauty you have yet to reveal..

VERSATILITY + FUNCTIONALITY – Fold it, adjust it, recline it, flip it, tilt it…the list
goes on. The Ovente Wall-Mount Mirror can truly give you a liberal sense of
movement. It has a diverse set of functions including the 180-degree swivel
design that allows you to view yourself in different ways, a prequel to a contrast
of perspectives. Surprise yourself each day with a new look or better yet, a fresh
way of looking at yourself. The adjustable dimmer gives you a spectrum of light
frequencies, so go ahead and tune it to your heart’s content..

CONVENIENT STORAGE – You can pull it forward and recline it; the ability to
decide is in your hands. This luxury mirror won’t ever give you a dull moment, as
it’ll always be a ray of light that shines through those trouble areas. It’s
designed to fit in surface areas with convenience, and putting it away in
storage space won’t be an issue..

ECONOMICAL – Ovente believes price shouldn’t come at the expense of
compromising quality. Our mirrors are engineered with precision, making use of
top-of-the-line materials, so you can be sure it’s an investment you won’t
regret making..

LIMITED 1-YEAR WARRANTY – All Ovente products have a one (1) year warranty
period from the date of purchase from an authorized dealer..

Additional Info

SKU MSWA6387CH7X

Color Polished Chrome

Weight 3.2000

PROP 65 N/A


